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INTRODUCTION

Dear Friends,

Back Support Systems began in 1989 with the introduction  of "The Angle", a revolutionary lumbar-
traction device.  Our highly acclaimed therapeutic pillows and products have served over  5,000,000 
patients and  healthcare professionals.  Now Back Stores, Doctors, Hospitals, Physical Threpaists 
and Insurance Companies currently sell and support our products.

By 1994 we had recieved our second  U.S. Patent  for "The Angle"&"Knee -T", further affirming 
their uniqueness.  These are the first of many.  Currently  we manufature 10-patented products.  
We are  proud  to offer  this outstanding merchandise and grateful to our many satisfied customers.

With many of our products carrying Life-Time warranties, we have a proven history of satisfied 
customers.  We are proud to be Made in the USA and provide only the best in innovative technologies.  
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Thank you!

Jeff Kalatsky
CEO / Founder

Helping the world sleep better,
 One Mattress at a time!



* Guarannteed to help reduce Back Pain

* Leave you feeling supported and relaxed

* Reduces the discomfort of lower-back pain due to:
 herniated or bulging discs, Arthritis, Edema, 
Phlebitis, pregnancy, respiratory problems, and   

 Sciatica

* Eases aching muscles and improves circulation

* Provides immeadiate comfort while reclining or sleeping

* Creates deep peace and Well Being

The ANGLE
Clinically Proven

Lower-back pain & stress without The Angle  Complete lower-back comfort with The Angle

The Angle offers the following benefits:

The Angle is a trademark of Back Support Systems    © 2013 All rights reserved 

Isn't it time to end your back pain?

BSS 115 WL ( Xtra Wide )  fits  5' 6"  to  6' 3"

BSS 110 L  ( Large )           fits  5' 6"  to  6' 3"

BSS 110 S  ( Small )   fits  5' 2"  to  5' 7"

BSS 110 P   ( Petite )             fits up to  5' 2" 

(800) O MY BACK  •  (760) 329-1472 Local

Model No.

TM

Memory Foam upgrade available

Over One Million 
Satisfied Customers!

The Angle has two US-patents  and  designed for those 
suffering from back and and body pains.

The Angle diminishes pain while it supports the structural 
integrity of the spine, reducing pressure on muscles and 
discs, allowing passive traction using the weight of 
your body. 

The Angle has and continues to successfully help millions 
of people suffering from lower-back problems, including  
herniated or bulging discs, muscle spasms,strain, 
tension,fatigue, everyday stress and other serious 
conditions.  See the website for a complete listing.

Made of environmentally safe, medical-quality,  polyurethane 
foam with a washable, hypoallergenic, removable cover.



  “The System”  

The Angle Body System is the perfect way to relax!   The picture is really worth a thousand words.  

Benefits:   Easy to use,   Bio-Mechanically correct means incredibly comfortable.   This neutral position or Zero-gravity helps 
increase circulation, which help promote healing and a better night’s sleep.   Reduces stress on your back, which your 
normal pillows will NOT do, so it’s great for your back.    

The Angle, the name of the individual leg support has helped millions get back to health and maintain it. A requirement for 
everyone who enjoys being completely supported and rejuvenated.   You need this if you’re using regular bed pillows and 
reading or use a laptop in bed.  It also works great on the couch too.   

If you’re on a memory foam bed or something very soft the sinks a couple of inches, then you’ll need the small “System” if 
you under 5’6”.  If your bed is firm then you’ll want to get a small “System” if your 5’4”.  

Large fits 5’7” and up to about 6’4”.  If you’re taller than 6’4” we have some solutions.  

System Details:  Made of environmentally safe, Bio-Foam, Patented and Made in the USA, Certi-Pure Certified 

Washable, Removable, hypoallergenic Bamboo cover, Insurance billable 

Two Sizes: Small or Large  

Order No.  ANG SYS Small Small, Angle Body System, 3-piece Set, Ships compressed $127.00

Order No.  ANG SYS Large Large, Angle Body System, 3-piece Set, Ships compressed $137.00 

800 -“O”MY- BACK (669-2225)    760-329-1472 Local    866-949-3336 Fax 



Electrical Adjustable Bases 
Sleep in AMAZING Comfort! 

1-800-O-MY-BACK ●   760-329-1472 

Here are just a few of the benefits you can expect from your power  
mattress platform. 
 Improved circulation

 Reduced back and joint pain

 Ease discomfort from acid reflux

 Help reduce snoring and sleep apnea

 Easily read, watch TV, or use your laptop in bed

 Raising the feet can help sooth swollen or sore feet

 Split bases allow each person to set their side to their ideal comfort position

 Lifetime warranty on frame

 Wireless remote massage

 Up to 450 pound weight capacity per side

Details 
 Made 100% in the U.S.A
 Patented Class Three (3) Medical device (massage motor)
 Made with FSC wood
 Heavy duty rolling casters with locking capability



100% Natural, soy-based, proprietary polymer technology laminated to a matching support-

ive base. Medical professionals have recognized the benefits of a Pressure point –free, sup-

portive and optimum temperature sleeping surface. Finding all of these attributes in a single 

mattress is now possible 

Benefits of Pure-Sleep™ Mattress Toppers 

 Over 80% soy based
 Bamboo-Cotton blended cover maximizes comfort
 Pure-Sleep™ is clinically proven to be a cooler sleep surface
 Made in USA, offering the only non-toxic, eco-friendly gel
 Conforms to your body and eliminates heat
 Consistent support in all temperatures
 Optimum pressure reduction
 Available with HR, Memory Foam or Latex base
 10-year warranty

Patented process allows 
cooling effect to circulate 
throughout the mattress 
topper.  

Pure-Sleep™ Mattress Toppers 

The next Revolutionary and Evolutionary creation in 100% natural sleeping 

WWW.1BSS.com

1-800-O-MY-BACK ●   760-329-1472 



Benefits of The Ultimate Organic Mattress™ Topper 

 It’s 100% Organic Dunlop Latex, Safe non-toxic
 100% Biodegradable
 Naturally anti-microbial, to maintain health
 Hypo-Allergenic
 Ergonomically correct body support
 10 Year warranty
 Made in the U.S.A
 Easy to use  - No turning needed
 Available in 2, 3 or 4 inches

Organic Latex Topper 
The Ultimate Organic Mattress™ topper featuring our all natural 

Bamboo/Cotton cover.  100% Natural Organic Latex,  
made in the USA 

      Breathable cell structure provides air flow for a comfortable sleep 

 www.1BSS.com 

Order No.   2” 
PART 230  Twin 
PART 231   Twin XL 
PART 232   Full 
PART 234   Queen 
PART 235   King 
PART 236   Ca King 
PART 238   Therapy Table 

Order No.   3” 
PART 240  Twin 
PART 241   Twin XL 
PART 242   Full 
PART 244   Queen 
PART 245   King 
PART 246   Ca King 
PART 248   Therapy Table 

Order No.   4” 
PART 250  Twin 
PART 251   Twin XL 
PART 252   Full 
PART 254   Queen 
PART 255   King 
PART 256   Ca King 
PART 258   Therapy  Table 

1-800-O-MY-BACK ●  760-329-1472 



I backSuPPORTsystems 

www.1 BSS .com 800-"0" MY-BACK 760-329-1472 Local 866-494-3336Fax 

(669-2225) 



Bio-Memory Foam 
Pads -Toppers and Mattresses                    

    Our proven technolgy gives you lasting comfort with a healthy bedroom.

Reduce back and neck pain quickly, easily and inexpensively 
with the space age patented Confourm® Memory Foam  
Toppers.  The Confourm Toppers are available in 3 densities*. 
Improve your existing mattress by simply adding this 
revolutionary overlay and sleep better tonight! Made in the 
USA with the highest quality materials!

Here are the benefits:

• You will love your bed again!

• Improves your quality of sleep

• which inturn increases your well being

• Better long term health

• Makes you  a happier person

Features:

Confourm excels on two points: Quality & Price

• Made with ultra-dense Space Age Memory Foam
*(5.5 lb, 5lb & 4lb)

• Patented technology that allows air-channeling
C.A.T. (Confourm Air Technology), on top surface
Keeps you at the right tempurature.

• stays flexible even when it’s cold,

• No off gasing of toxic fumes or bad odors

• ALL materials made in the U.S.A.

• Material is Anti-Microbial and helps prevention of dust-
mites, mold and other allergens

Patented Air channeling on 
5 & 5.5lbs shown above

Do you wish you could sleep all night?

Start living the good life...   Order one today.           

1-800-O-MY-BACK 
       (669-2225)



The unique pressure-relieving properties of the • t!l:' ~~._ neck pillow 
and the anatomically correct shape enable people with neck and back discomfort 

to get a better nights sleep. 

Memory Foam Pillows 
& Neck Rolls 

The Confourm Neck Pillow allows the neck and shoulder muscles to relax completely by 
providing maximum pressure relief and support 

The Confourm Neck Pillow is made from .4.5 lb. Eco-Friendly, Soy Based Memory Foam, 
That' s great for you and the environment 

The Confourm Neck Pillow is covered in Bamboo a nd cotton. Bamboo is naturally 
Breathable, Anti·bacterial, super-soft, with a similar feel to cashmere or silk 

The Confourm Neck Pillow is guaranteed to last a nd is wa rranted fo r 5 years. 
W hen you're ready for a nother o ne, send us the o ld one a nd we will recycle it 

4" Neck Roll 

4" and 6" Neck Roll 18" long 
CTP 4NR - 4" 

Order No. C T p 5 N R _ 5 " 
CTP 6NR - 6" 

1-800-0 -MY-BACK 760-329-1472 backSUPPORTsystems 



The proven patented design of the Knee-T helps 
reduce back pain by evenly supporting and 
holding the legs in a neutral position while on side 
lying positions. This positioning prevents torsion 
of the femoral head in the Acetabulm. 

Order No. KNEE-T PRO Fits up to 6’6” & 265lbs
KNEE-T 

KNEE- T  MEMORY ( Memory  foam ) up to 175 lbs
KNEE-T XL  (LONG) 
KNEE- T XL  MEMORY ( Memory  foam )

Tired of stuffing pillows between your knee’s?

Guaranteed To Help Reduce 
Low-Back Pain    

Clinically proven 4 times more 
effective than all other products

The Knee-T 

Benefits:
1. Instantly comfortable from first use
2. Deeper more restful sleep
3. Improved circulation
4. Speeds healing process
5. Increases flexibility
6. Feeling rejuvenated, more energy

tm

Stress & torsion on femoral head in the 
Acetabulm.

Knee-T positioned between the knees 
provides correct support & perfect 
alignment, NO pain.



“The HUG-T”TM PRO

The Hug T  i s  the  answer  fo r  Shou lder
pa in .   S ide  s leep ing   pos i t ions  causes
pressure on the joint via your own weight 
or gravity and it is not very likely you will wear 
a brace to bed.  The Hug T will function as 
a prop or brace without any restr ict ion of 
movement.  The Hug T is contour shaped  
to fit either  gender and is available in  two sizes.  
Made from the highest quality Bio-foam and covered 
with very soft 100% cotton Sherpa or Terry Cloth. 

Order No.  Bss PRO Hug -T 

Bss PRO Hug -TS ( Small ) 
 

Shoulder & Arm support

The Hug T when used in conjunction with it’s counterpart The 
Knee T, provides a complete  ergonomic  posture  position 
whilst side sleeping or resting! Designed with the whole body 
in mind and to simulate the Zero Gravity  position with an 
attempt at or weightlessness of a neutral position.

Are you ready for painless nights?

fits  5’8” and below 

The Hug T when used in with the Knee-T
 will provide the follwing benefits:

1. Reduced tension and stress
2. Quicker recorvery time
3, Deeper more restful sleep
4. More Energy
Conditions aided by use of  The Hug -T

* Rotator Cuff disorders
* Frozen shoulder syndrome
* Thoracic  and  Dorsal  conditions
* Lumbar curve restored
* Kyphosis  - (expands chest to help eliminate  concave rounding inward of the chest  to increase

     respiration)



THE CURVETM

Turn any flat surface into a therapy table with The 
Curve. Designed by a team of expert medical 
researchers, The Curve is an orthopedic traction 
surface that lessens the discomfort of lower-
back pain due to Herniated discs, bulging discs, 
arthritis, sciatica, spondylothesis, swayback
and ordinary muscle tension.  

Made with 5 pound Memory Foam, medical-
grade polyurethane foam and covered in soft, 
high-quality, simulated leather, it provides the 
ultimate in comfort.

Do your back a favor and experience The Curve.   

In plain English it just feels great!

The Curve is a trademark of Back Support Systems Corp.   © 2013  All rights reserved  

Clinical use of The Curve provides therapeutic 
benefits to these muscles: 

* Erector spinae
* Multifidus
* Iliocostalis lumborum
* Interspinalis
* Latissimus dorsi
* Longissimus
* Quadratus lumborum
* Rotatores
* Serratus inferior
* Serratus posterior

Likewise, The Curve has demonstrated 
beneficial effects on the following ligaments:

* Interspinal
* Intertransverse
* Iliolumbar
* Longitudinal
* Lumbar aponeurosis
* Supraspinal
* Spinal
* Thoraco-lumbar fascia

The Curve positions your spine to help ease back pain  

Note the uniformity from the base of the spine to 
the base of the neck. Complete relaxation with 

(800) O MY BACK  •  (760) 329-1472 voice
(866) 494-3336 fax

         www.BackSupportSystems.com

Dimensions  36" x 16" x 8"
Order No. Bss 120

Are you ready to make more money
 and help your patients?



(800) O MY BACK  •  (760) 329-1472 voice   (866) 494-3336 fax

Aqua Relief Pads
The water-based Aqua Relief Pad represents hours 
of therapy without having to move. Heat can last hours 
Cold too!  Fill them up with water to the level you need. 
Made of cushioned foam with a durable vinyl cover, 
the Aqua Relief Pad molds right to every part of the 
body. It is microwaveable and reusable.  

Sizes: 12 x 13", 6 x 22"  & 13 x 24"

Professional Cold Packs 
Another way to keep cool is with a Professional 
Cold Pack. Remaining pliable even when frozen, 
33 BELOW ZERO, each one is double-sealed Poly-
Urethane to prevent leaking and guaranteed for a full 
year. Private labels are available. Made Non-Toxic with 

renewable resources.  Green Product

Sizes: 7 x 11", 11 x 14", 6 x 23" & 13 x 18"

These Products work!  Lets face it there is 
only two things you want in an ice pack. One 
to be cold and two, to last forever.

Ice ‘n’ Heat Packs Green Product
The Ice ‘n’ Heat Pack is a hot/cold compress 
composed of a unique gel encased in a soft but sturdy 
plastic envelope. It is microwaveable, and remains 
pliable at all temperatures. A non-toxic product, the 
Ice ‘n’ Heat Pack can be used safely by people of 
most ages and it’s reusable. 

Sizes: 6 x 10", 6 x 20" & 10 x 15" 

Are your frustrated at products that don’t deliver?



Foam Rollers are available in 6 sizes and 
3 styles.  White rollers are regular density.
Black  denotes High density (HD) Blue is a 
specialty  Roller

Full Round sizes : 
6 x 36”,  4 x 36”,  6 x 12”, 

Half Round Round:
6 x 36” & 4 x 36”

High Density  ( viewed below ) 
Availbale in Black Only  6 x 36”

Private Label Cover available Fits           
6 x 36” Rollers  in Navy or Maroon  

 (760) 329-1472  voice
(866) 494-3336  fax

www.1BSS.com

Thera-Roll, providing much 
deeper muscle penetration 
and multiple points of contact

Foam Rollers & New Thera-Roll

7” x 18” Order #  618 TR



 Memory Foam Neck  Pillow with Strap   

Use the Neck Pillow to ease neck pain and 
stiffness. Excellent for migraine headaches 
associated with occipital-nerve tension. 
Attaches to most wedges while reclining. 
Size: 3” x 6” x 15” 

Order No. Bss 5   

 Memory Foam 6” & 8” Flat Leg Wedges 
The Flat Leg Wedge is designed to provide 
maximum comfort to each individual user by 
positioning  the calf above the heart while 
laying flat  to promote circulation and reduce 
Edema . A Sherpa Cotton cover is standard 
and is removable and machine-washable.  

Sizes: 20 x 24 
   Order No. Bss 1 ...  6”  Tall   

  Order No.  Bss 2 ... 8”  Tall

Confourm Molded Memory Foam Lumbar Pad

Is our most comfortable & advanced Lumbar Pad. Ex-
tremely versatile, it can be used where ever you go to 
help reduce back pain. Additionally, the pad’s density 
eliminates pressure points by its contoured shape and 
confourming nature. The perfect fit every time design.  
Size: 14”x13”x 4”      Color: Black

      Order No. CTP LP    

Half Moon Lumbar / Cervical Pillow

Can be used as either Neck or Lumbar sup-
port. Poly/cotton cover and HR foam with 
strap. Size: 4 x 6 x 15”   Color: Black

 Order No. Bss 181 

Have you thought lately “I have to get a full nights sleep.”



800-O MY–BACK   (669-2225)  

www.BackSupportSystems.com 

Pressure Relieving “EAR” Pillow

Revolutionary in design and  Function,  the EAR Pillow™ is effective 

in Reducing PAIN and recovery time,  so you will feel better faster.   

 Perfect for anyone suffering from ear related discomfort while sleeping.

Designed for treating & assisting in: 

Cystic chondromalacia; neutral pressure 

for the entire ear while side  sleeping 

Proven therapeutic value for: reducing 

pressure on the inner, middle, and outer 

ear structures. 

Excellent cervical support: 

Superior comfort and function Air ducted 

pocket to maintain clean, fresh air  

supply. 

 Patented

 Made in the USA

 Available in Small, Standard, and Tall sizes

 Cotton blend, removable, and washable cover

 5 year warranty

 Made with 5 lb. density memory foam

Anatomically correct position for the least 
amount of  pressure on the ear’s outer 
structure and complete support of the 

cervical spine with enhanced  
circulation to the entire head.   

Benefits:  Reduced pain Immediately 

     Faster Recovery time 

     Enjoy Longer periods of Rest 

     Deeper sense of relaxation 





Are you ready to wake up refreshed and feeling good? 

The Classic Mattress™ uses proven technology to guarantee maxi-

mum comfort.  Features an external cover that contours your body 
to maximize the experience.  Eco-friendly memory foam, the key to 

healthy sleep, with a supporting layer to have you sleeping like a ba-

by. 

Benefits of the Classic Mattress™ 

 Improves your quality of sleep
 Patented Air flow memory foam ensure excellent comfort
 Green eco-friendly memory foam, made in USA, guarantees you stay healthy
 3 inch 4 lb. Air Channeled Memory Foam completely supports you
 5 inch orthopedic layer helps to stabilize and reduce vibrations, to sleep deeper
 Recommended maximum weight limit of 160 lbs on each side

            Call us now to get your mattress ordered. 

Order No.  BSS 700 Twin 
      BSS 701 Twin XL 
      BSS 702    Full 
      BSS 704  Queen  
      BSS 705    King  
      BSS 706    Ca King 

The Classic Mattress™

The upper layer of memory foam is laminated to 
the anti-vibration core material.  

Patented Air Channels (left) 

www.1BSS.com 



The Inspiration Mattress™

The Inspiration Mattress™   does exactly that,  it inspires you to experience  deep relaxation, to 
provide a truly restorative sleep.  You awake renewed, rejuvenated and energized, ready for your 
day. You will look forward to returning to your Inspiration every night, because you love your bed 
again. 

Benefits of The Inspiration Mattress™ 

 Maximizes Comfort using Cotton blended cover
 Stays cool, Patented Air Channels
 Healthy, Made in USA, offering non-toxic,  eco-friendly foam you can trust
 Reduces Pressure Points  with 2” inches of 5lb.  memory foam
 Uninterrupted Sleep, 7.5 inch core “Smart Foam” absorbs vibrations caused by

tossing/ turning
Features : 
 20 year warranty
 Recommended maximum weight of 200 lbs. on each side

1-800-O-MY-BACK (669-2225)

Order No. BSS 710 Twin 
BSS 711 Twin XL 
BSS 712 Full 
BSS 714 Queen 
BSS 715 King 
BSS 716 Ca King 

Patented Air Channels allow air to circulate 
throughout the mattress.   

www.1BSS.com

Do you want to awake up every morning Happy? 



The Luxury “Gel”Mattress™

Our cotton cover encloses The Luxury Mattress™ and our advanced design carries you into a 
higher plane of relaxing comfort during sleep. Imagine a sanctuary of luxury  supported by a perfect 
balance of softness and support.  The 2.5”, 4lb. Green eco-friendly GEL memory foam conforms to 
every curve of your body aligning your spine and hips, leaving you rested and energized in the 
morning. 

Benefits of The Luxury Mattress™ 

 Maximizes softness using Cotton blended cover
 Stays cool, Patented Air Channels  and  Gel Technology
 Healthy, Made in USA, offering non-toxic,  eco-friendly foam you can trust
 Reduces Pressure Points  with 2.5” inches of 4lb. Gel memory foam
 Uninterrupted Sleep, 7 inch core “Smart Foam” absorbs vibrations caused by

tossing/ turning
Features: 
 20 year warranty
 Recommended maximum weight of 220 lbs. on each side

1-800-O-MY-BACK (669-2225)

Order No. BSS 720 G Twin 
BSS 721 G Twin XL 
BSS 722 G Full 
BSS 724 G Queen 
BSS 725 G King 
BSS 726 G Ca King 

Patented Air Channels allow air to circulate 
throughout the mattress.   

www.1BSS.com

Is today that day you’ve been promising yourself “One Day”…. 

  I’ll have that Luxury... 



Benefits of The Dream Mattress™ 

 Rejuvenating & Restful sleep
 “Smart” motion sensing technology, gives the correct support & comfort, ad-

justing to meet your exact needs
 Clean,  Bamboo material is naturally antibacterial
 Comfortable temperature,  Patented Air Channeling
 Healthy for you and the Environment using next-generation materials

Features 

 Recommended maximum weight limit of 250 lbs on each side
 3” 5.5 lbs. Eco-Friendly, Air Channeled Memory foam
 9”  “Smart Foam” core

The Dream Mattress™

The Dream Mattress™  features our Aloe-treated Bamboo cover,  Patented Air Channeled ultra 
dense Memory foam, and NEW “Smart” Foam core layers for the “exact” refined  comfort. 

1-800-669-2225

Order No.  PART 730    Twin 
 PART 731    Twin XL 
 PART 732    Full 
 PART 734    Queen 
 PART 735    King  
 PART 736    Ca King 

 Patented Air Channels & Ventilated layer seen below “Smart “core layers provide support and comfort 

 Ready for your best night’s sleep?  



Benefits of The Ultimate Mattress™ 

 Rejuvenating & Restful sleep
 “Smart” motion sensing technology, gives the correct support & comfort,

adjusting to meet your exact needs
 Irresistible softness, Bamboo material is naturally antibacterial
 Always comfortable temperate range, Patented Air Channeling  & Smart Gel
 Healthy for you and the Environment using next-generation materials
Features: 

 Recommended maximum weight limit of 250 lbs on each side
 3” 5 lbs Gel Memory with air channeling
 9 inches  “Smart” Foam” core layers
 Made in the USA

The Ultimate “Gel” Mattress™

The Ultimate Mattress™  features our Aloe-treated Bamboo cover,  Patented Air Channeled ultra 
dense Gel memory foam, and NEW “Smart” Foam core for the “Ultimate” refined comfort. 

1-800-669-2225

Order No.  PART 740 G   Twin 
 PART 741 G   Twin XL 
 PART 742 G   Full 
 PART 744 G   Queen 
 PART 745 G   King  
 PART 746 G   Ca King 

 Patented Air Channels & Ventilated layer seen below “Smart “core layers provide support and comfort 

 How did you sleep last night?  



Quality-

backSUPPORTsystems 



www.CaliforniaPetBeds.com 

Pamper Your Pet with Luxurious Memory Foam! 
Oo~s your dog or cat suffer from palnful or debilitating joint problems? Or do you just want to g~e them the most comfortable bed using the 
same high-quality memory foam round in premium people mattresses? California Pet Beds provides: 

-Premium quality, space-age memory foam 
• Perfect pet nesting shape for animals including eats. dogs, snakes & even iguanas 
• Flat pads for pets that like to stretch out, great for travel 
-A variety of sizes for a ll size pets large or small 
·Comfort and relief from aches and pain from arthritis and old age and insulation from oold noors 
• Plush, durable, machine-washable, hypo-allergenic covers in a variety o f colors 
-EXCLUSIVE! Optional healing crys1als or medical magnets 
·AD products proudty made in the USA with a lifetime warranty (see details) 

What Is Memory Foam? How Does It Work? 
California Pet Beds'M are made using an advanced. space-age material known as 100% Open Cell Visco·Eiastie Polyurethane Foam or 
- Memory Foam'" for short. It has the unique ability to mold to almost any shape and maintain suwort. then return to its original form. This 
makes Catifornla Pet Beds ™ the most comfortable pet beds around. Us like sleeping on a doud! The material is hypo-allergenic, anti-microbial, 
and helps prevent dust mites and other allergens. The equal distribution or weight elimtnates preiSUre points, thus providing ultimate comfort 
and ease on the joints. This can make a huge d ifference in the comfort of your pet and the qua lit)• of their sleep. They will thank you for itt 

Add Optional Healing Cryslals or Magnets 
You can add the powerful healing properties of aystats or magnets to your bed to allow your pet to achieve a higher level of harmony, relaxation 
and comfort. Leam more about these options on our web site. 

Covers 
All covers are machine washable and come wllh a deluxe plush, hypo-allergenic sherpa top (kha<i) and your choice of llve colors. No chemicals 
or dyes used in processing. Top material is 100% polyester with a foam urethane back for comfort and durability. Stain and odor resistant. 
Bottom is 100% heavy duty cotton. Replacement covers are also available. 

Memory Foam Beds 
Small, Medium & Large 

Starting at $49.99! 

877-977-2225 

backSUPPORTsystems 
Memory Foam Pads (Rectangular) 

Small& Large 
Starti ng at $49.99! 

So why would you settle for anything less? Get your California Pet Bed™ today! 
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TI1ank you for taking the time to review our catalog. All of our products that we 
manufacture and distribute come with an extended warranty, some even up to 25 years. 
We proudly stand behind everything we sell and your complete satisfaction is our goal. 

We are most pleased to introduce our new Pure-Sleep Organic line of mattresses and back 
products launched in 2010. It 's just another step to do our part in protecting the planet and 
our efforts will continue throughout the years. 

If you have any comments or suggestions, please feel free to contact us. We welcome all 
feedback. Back Support Systems has been in business for over 25years, thanks to 
customers like you. 

Thank you again for all your support. 

1-800-0-MY-"BACK 
(669-222.5) 

FAX- 866-949-3336 

www.lBSS.com 
www .TheGreenMattress.com www. BodySmartProducts.com 

www .SieeoAidFactory.com 

backSUPPORTsystems 

, Back Support Systems Catalog 

All contents in this catalog are property of Back Support Systems. All rights reserved. There are no 
rights given to reproduce any part of the information contained within this catalog, unless specific 

permission is given in writing from Back Support Systems. 

COPYRIGHT 201.5 @ 
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